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Abstract:
1. Sunlight transmitted through window glass is the factor which seems to have the greatest
deteriorating effect upon window furnishings in this vicinity; 2. Heat up to 63.2° C. has very little
deleterious effect upon window furnishings.

3. Moisture alone plays only a minor part in the deterioration of fibers but in the presence of sunlight
there are definite losses in strength in cotton, linen, wild and degummed silk.

4. Lack of moisture has very little effect upon the deterioration of window furnishings. 
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A STUDY OP FA0T0HS THAT MAY AFFECT 

■THE DETERXORATIOir OF EEMDOW FURMISHXHQS

IMTRODUOTIOM

Many textile fabrics are purchased for use in the home and are 

employed for numerous articles of clothing, table linens, bed linens, floor 

coverings, and window furnishings. Upon many of them falls a great deal of 

physical wear which eventually so damages the fibers, that they break and 

fall apart, thus rendering the fabric unfit for further use. This is to 

be expected whenever textile fibers are subjected to continual friction and 

strain.

In the case of window furnishings, the conditions are somewhat 

different * They are merely suspended in front of the windows that are found 

on all sides of buildings, with only a sheet of window glass separating them 

from the outside, Inside, they ar§ not exposed to physical contact, wear, 

or handling but rather to the natural elements such as varying heat, humidity 

air in motion, dust, and traces of gases that may occur in the air. Through 

the window glass is transmitted also a varying amount, of heat from the SuatS 

rays and whatever portions of the SuntS light that is able to pass through 

the glass. This light may come directly' from the sun or be reflected from 

snow on the ground, light colored soil, or light colored buildingsi These 

factors together with the weight of the suspended curtain itself constitute 

the natural causes that are expected to deteriorate window furnishings.

The experience of homemakers in the western states, especially in 

mountainous regions, has drawn attention to the fact that a type of deter



ioration. is taking place in window furnishings that is much more rapid and 

.detrimental in its effect than has been noted elsewhere« This is parties 

xilarly true of any form of silk fabric. The condition has aroused considers 

able interest among homemakers of Montana and is therefore worthy of some 

special study.

HISTORY

The textile fibers that may be found in window furnishings are 

cotton, linen, rayon, silk, and wool. In order to determine some of the 

causes of their rapid deterioration in the western states it will be nee-- 

essary to assemble some of the information already known about each fiber 

as fo its physical structure and properties, chemical composition, and the 

treatment it receives while being made into a fabric.

A  Cotton

The individual cotton fiber is a single flat ribbon-like cell, 

with a diameter varying from .00046 to i001'inch and the length ranging 

from i93 inch in Indian varieties to nearly 3 inches in the Sea Island 

cotton, The density of cotton is 1̂ .50. When examined under the miscros- 

cope the fiber appears to be twisted in an irregular screw-like fashion.

This occurs during the ripening and drying of cotton when the cells collapse 

and the central canal flattens. It seems to lend strength to the fiber 

and facilitates spinning.

Structurally, the cotton fiber appears to consist of four distinct 

parts: (a) the main cell wall, (b) an external cuticle, (c) the wall of the

central canal, and (d) annular ligatures that surround the fibers at inter-



vals. Cl, Pi 454) ’

Tiie main cell wall is considered to be almost pure cellulose. 

According to Haller Cl, P* 443) this is more or less colored, the pigment 

being resistant toward common solvents but destroyed by long contact with 

oxidizing agents. The membrane itself Is completely soluble in ammonia- 

cal copper hydroxide solution.

The external cuticle, probably a modified cellulose (I, p, 457) 

has a finely grained or fibrous structurej and is of a waxy or fatty nature, 

resistant to acids and cellulose solvents, bu,t susceptible to the action of 

alkalies, and liable to mechanical damage. Pits or pores are said to occur 

in this layer. This accounts for the capillarity of cotton. Foyes suggests 

that the cuticle consists of a poroys oxycellulose, that has great osmotic 

properties and is not acted upon by esterifying agents but allows them to 

penetrate into the fibrils. (I, p. 443)

The wall of the central canal consists of dried protoplasm attach- 

ed to the membrane, and is even more resistant to cyprammonium. treatment 

than the cuticle. The ligatures persist, even after the canal walls are 

dissolved.

Cellulose, the chief constituent of cotton, consists of carbon, 

hydrogen, and oxygen and has the emperical formula CqH^qO5 . Though cellulose 

is closely related to starches, dextrins, and sugars it differs from them 

in its much greater resistance to the hydrolytic action of acids, alkalies, 

and enzymes. Physically it is a colorless amorphous substance capable of 

withstanding rather high temperatures without decomposition, insoluble in 

water, alcohol, and ether but soluble in an ammonical solution of copper 

oxide and in solutions of zinc chloride and phosphoric acid, in its
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chemical relations it is practically inert1 combining with only a few 

substances* It is quite resistant to the processes of oxidation, reduc

tion, hydrolysis, and dehydration. When subjected to 160° Co, whether moist 

or dry heat, a dehydration of the cellulose takes place accompanied by a f:' 
structural disintegration of the fiber. Decomposition occurs above 120° C, 

and the fiber acquires a yellowish color showing the beginning of earboniza?-' 

tion. When cotton yarn is dried for twelve hours at 70° C, it loses about 

five percent of its tensile strength and much of its elasticity, becoming 

harsh and brittle. It rapidly regains its hygroscopic moisture on exposure 

to air and recovers its original strength. Cotton is less hygroscopic 

than either wool or silk; under normal conditions it will contain from 5 to 

.8 percent of hygroscopic moisture though this may be considerably increased 

in very moist atmosphere and completely eliminated by heating the cotton to 

IOSq C. Kuhn (I, p. 460} states that a portion of this moisture must be 

regarded as a constituent part of the fiber. The water of constitution, he 

states, amounts to about 2 percent. It can be expelled at over 105° Cs,; 

and the fiber becomes harsh and brittle and loses its elasticity. This 

statement however deserves further investigation. The water qf hydration 

is only separated at temperatures, from 160 to 177° 0. with a further loss 

in weight of I to 3 percent. Cotton containing water of hydration is 

called hydracellulose. Bleached cotton will absorb a little less hygroscop

ic moisture than unbleached. The increase in elasticity of moist yarn over 

dry is about 25 percent, while the increase in strength Is about 10 percent. 

It has been found that cotton cloth frozen in full open width is not tender

ed.

Cotton purified from its waxy and fatty matters becomes very
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absorbent; In fact a fiber can absorb 115 times its volume of ammonia at 

the ordinary atmospheric pressure*

It is known that deterioration occurs when cotton fabrics are 

exposed to the action of light and especially direct sunlight. (I, p* 511); 

Witz showed that oxycellulose was formed from cotton in the presence of 

air and moisture. Guiard claims in this case it was more probable that 

hydrocellulose was formed. Witz exposed a cotton fabric during an entire 

summer under conditions in which air and moisture were excluded and only 

light was the active agent. He found the formation of oxycellulose on 

cloth exposed to blue rays but none on cloth exposed to yellow or red 

rays. Doree and Dyer found oxycellulose formed rapidly in the presence 

of ultra violet light. It was no doubt the violet and ultra violet rays 

that caused the destructive action of light on cotton cellulose. (I, p* 

511)

The action of dilute mineral acids,on cotton seems to be one of 

hydrolysis resulting in the formation of hydrocellulose having the formula 

S GgH^0OgiHgG with a reduction in strengthi Organic acids do not appear 

to have an injurious effect on cotton unless they are non-volatile such 

as oxalic, tartaric, and citric acids which dry into the fiber and act 

much as mineral acids. This destructive action Is not so much of a chem

ical nature as mechanical, it being caused by the acids crystallizing 

within the fiber and thus breaking the cell wall.

In the presence of air, alkaline solutions cause a hydrolysis 

of the cellulose. (I, p; 555) When cotton is impregnated with sulfur and 

exposed to a damp atmosphere for several weeks its tensile strength is 

reduced about one half. This is perhaps due to the oxidation of the sul



fur into sulfurous and sulfuric acid.

Strong oxidizing agents such as chlorine convert cotton into oxy-

cellulose, the formula of which is C1 _H „0._, The fiber is greatly tender-
JLo <do JLu

ed.

In the manufacturing processes, bleaching causes a loss in weight, 

tensile strength, length, and elongation. Of the natural dyestuffs, only a 

few color the cotton fiber without a mordant which is an acid and is liable ' 

to cause reduction of strength. With coal tar dyes, cotton exhibits no 

affinity, but substantive colors are readily dyed on cotton, which, seem to 

cause a gain in weight. In dying in alkaline baths tensile strength is 

weakened.

In mercerization the fiber is treated with concentrated solutions 

of caustic soda causing the fiber to swell and become cylindrical while the 

interior canal is almost entirely obliterated. There is a marked gain in 

weight and strength and an increased affinity for dyes.

Cellulose and starch are subject to destruction by mildewing which 

is the growth of moulds on the fabric.

B, Linen.

Linen is a fiber obtained from the flax plant* The fiber is pre™ 

pared from bast of the plant by a process called retting, This separates 

the fibrous cellulose from the woody tissue and other plant membrane by 

bacterial action which ferments the pectose< The fiber is from 13 to 56 

inches in length, and the color varies from yellowish white to silver gray 

depending upon the method of retting. It can be subdivided into soft, fine, 

flexible fibers which are very strong* The linen fiber is composed of fila

ments of varying lengths and these are composed of small cells consisting
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praetically of pure cellulosei The internal canal is very narrow and the 

cell wall is quite uniform in thickness upon it occasionally appearing 

irregularities known as "nodes.n The diameter of the filament varies from 

»006 to i00148 inch and the length, from Qil5? to 2.598 inches. The flax 

fiber is much stronger than that of cotton but due to differences in struct

ture, is more easily disintegrated than cotton and does not so well with-
' ' ^

stand the action of boiling alkaline solutions, bleaching powder, or other 

oxidizing agents; On the surface of the flax fiber is found a characteris

tic wax which seems to be responsible for the odor and suppleness of flax. 

If this is removed by proper solvents, the fiber becomes rough, lusterless, 

and brittle. Over retting may also cause the fibers to become brittle and 

weak. The hygroscopic moisture in linen is about the same as in cotton . 

usually varying from six to eight percent, and tests have shown that as 

the amount of moisture increases, the strength also increases to quite a 

remarkable degree.

0. Hayon

Rayon is a smooth continuous fiber which can be made in any 

length and varies from »0011 to »0014 inch in diameter. The threads vary 

from 120 to 150 denier' with 16 to .25 filaments in each. The four chief 

types of rayon are:

(a) Pyroxylin or ETitro rayon, called "Tubize" which is made 

from cellulose treated with a nitrating mixture of nitric and sulphuric 

acidsj the cpllodion solution being filtered, forced through a fine cap

illary glass tube, and reeled as a filament;

Cbi Ouprammonium rayon, called "Bemberg" which Is made from cel

lulose in ammonical copper oxide solution; the solution being filtered and
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forced through au aperture and coagulating the thread by passing through 

a bath of acetic acid and then reeled;

(c) Viscose rayon, called "Viscose" and "Belanoself, which is 

prepared .by the action of caustic alkali and carbon disulphide on mercer

ized cellulose, filtered, forced through an aperture for reeling» and 

being yellow is bleached with chloride of lime. These three rayons are 

classified as regenerated rayons.

(d) Abetate rayon called, "Oelanese" and "LuStron" is made of 

acetate of cellulose dissolved in acetic acid; alcohol, or chloroform and 

SPUh, the thread being coagulated by passing through a bath of water; The 

silk corresponds to twice the weight of cellulose taken. This silk is less 

stable towards acids and alkalies than collodion silk nor does it dye as 

readily. It is not affected so much by heat or cold water, but its strength 

is not much greater than other cellulose silk. Acetate silk is soluble in 

cold acetic acid but insoluble in ammonial copper hydroxide. It is distin

guished from other rayons by its low density Cl.25I and by not swelling in 

water. It does not have the high luster of viscose or cuprate rayon nor 

does it absorb moisture as readily as the others.

The tensile strength and elasticity of rayon is about one half that 

of. silk. When wetted with water regenerated rayon fibers swell and lose from 

50 to 70-percent In tensile strength; cuprate silk is about 10 percent 

stronger. Bayon is more hygroscopic than cotton with an average hygro

scopic moisture of 11.5 percent. Soap solutions and dilute acids have no 

injurious effect, but alkaline solutions rapidly disintegrate rayon and 

finally dissolve it, Bayqn wears well because it is pliable, and its smooth 

surface resists friction. Begenerated rayon is not injured by the action of
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aoetio acid and does not provide a favorable medium for the growth of 

bacteria*

B. Silk

Haw silk is composed of a double fiber of the protein, fibroin, 

cemented together by an enveloping layer of silk glue called sericin, which 

when boiled off allows the double threads to separate, leaving a single * 

white* lustrous fiber* Silk is not cellular but a smooth continuous filament 

devoid of structure and with frequent striations. The fiber is from 400 to 

1500 yards in length and has an average diameter of 0,018 inch.

Silk is quite hygroscopic and can absorb as much as 30 percent of

its weight of moisture appearing dry. The amount of moisture in silk is
!

about 8.45 percent*

Silk has great strength, the breaking strain of raw silk being 

equivalent to 64,000 pounds per square inch. The fiber stretches 15 to 30 

percent of its original length before breaking^ However, boiled-off silk 

is about 30 percent lower in tensile strength and 45 percent lower in 

elasticity than raw silk. Ihe density of silk.is 1485; it is the lightest 

of the textile fibers* The density is increased by weighting. The weight

ing consists of metallic salts.

Raw silk is classified into two grades: (a) Organizine silk of

great strength* 16 twists per inch and used for the warp, (b j Tram, a 

union of two or more singles of poorer quality with from 8 to 3 twists 

per inch, used as filling*

Silk can be heated to 110° G. without danger of decomposition; at 

170° 0, it is rapidly disintegrated*

Silk being highly absorbent will absorb dissolved substances in

» j !
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water which seriously affect its softness and lister.

Though silk is soluble in concentrated acids if their action is 

continued for a time, when treated with concentrated sulphuric gcid for a' 

few iqinutes, then rinsed and neutralized, the fiber contracts from. SO to 50 

percent in length without further serious injury beyond loss in luster4 

Silk is not as sensitive to dilute alkalies as wool though the luster is 

diminished. Strong hot caustic alkalies dissolve silk. Ammonia and soaps 

dissolve the sericin and on long boiling attack the fibroin. Borax is not 

injurious to the fiber. Lime water causes the fiber to swellj the sericin 

will become softened and the silk will become brittle after a time.

Silk is weighted or loaded with metallic salts to give it body.

The tensile strength of weighted silk is less than of pure, and the weight

ing sometimes causes a rapid deterioration of the fiber. Sunlight'seems to 

accelerate the destructive action of tin weighting, though according to 

Siberman the effect is reduced if stannous salts are absent (I, p; 506). 

Gianoli states that this reactivity of the tender silk is due to decomposi

tion products of the silk resulting from the effects of oxidation and hy-r 

drolysis upon the silk fibroine. When exposed to sunlight in the absence of 

moisture or air the fiber is not tendered but in their presence is seriously 

affected* (I, pi 506) Treatment of weighted silks with hydro-sulfite- 

formaldehyde compounds decreases the tendering action of weighting material. 

This process is of commercial use; According to Sisley solutions of'common 

salt acting on weighted silk in the presence of air and moisture cause a 

complete deterioration of the fiber in twelve months.

Wild silk is stiffen; coarser, and thicker than ordinary silk 

possessing greater elasticity and tensile strength. It is less reactive to



the chemical agents.

E. Wool

Wool is a product of the epidermal layer of the skin built Up of 

innumerable individual cells, and consists of three portions (a) external 

or horny covering, (b} cortical or underlying body of fiber, (cj medullary 

or central portion* This structure affords strength to the fiber in that 

it resists crushing, rupture and diminution of the diameter. Under the 

microscope wool fiber appears as a solid rod, the surface of which is cover

ed with broad horny plates all projecting in the same direction. The aver* 

age length of wool varies with different grades from I to 8 inches, and the 

diameter from »004 to »0018 inch.

Wool is a very elastic fiber* The quality of wool from the sheep 

depends upon bread, climatic conditions, and nature of pasturage. The 

quality of a woolen fabric may be impaired by overheating during the fulling 

process; by dressing or raising in which process lack of moisture, too 

strong, testing, or over treatment occur; by roll boiling in which expansion 

causes strain; by carbonizing in which too strong an acid may be used; by
I

cutting in which upper threads are severed in the attempt to remove super* 

fluous fibers. ,

Wool.is a protein known as keratin and is composed of carbon, 

hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, and sulphur.

Wool is more hygroscopic than any other fiber, but the amount of 

moisture it will contain, from I to SO percent, will vary considerably accord* 

ing to the humidity and temperature of the surrounding atmosphere. Under 

average conditions it will contain from 12 to 14 percent of absorbed moisture. 

Wool fiber possesses a certain amount of water of hydration which is probably.
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chemically combined with the fiber, as whan wool is heated above 100° 0,

it becomes chemically altered through the loss of water*

Excess of moisture over the normal amount appears to decrease

tensile strength of worsted yarns while it increases considerably the elas- -

tieity. Silk follows the same variation. Changes in atmospheric conditions

increase or decrease worsted ya m s  as much as 18 to 22 percent in tensile

strength, 1,5 to 5 in y a m  count, and from 250 to 1,700 yards per pound*

The atmospheric conditions recommended are 65 percent relative humidity, at

a temperature of 70° Z. (I, p. 136)

TVhen wool is heated to 100° 0* it loses its hygroscopic moisture

becoming harsh, brittle, and losing its tensile strength. Being heated in
omoist atmosphere to 100 0, causes the fiber to become plastic and if main

tained at this temperature will decompose; at 150° G. decomposition is rapid, 

wool becomes yellow* and ammonia is evolved* At 140° C. gases containing 

sulphur are evolved. By heating wool to a temperature of 130° 0, with water 

under pressure the fiber becomes disorganized and at a higher heat dissolves. 

Dry heat is not as destructive to wool as moist*

When treated with dilute acids the wool fiber does not undergo any 

appreciable change, but a chemical combination probably occurs, since the acid 

is absorbed and held by the fiber* ' When treated by prolonged boiling of 

dilute acids some decomposition results with complete solution of the fiber 

when boiled under pressure. Wool is totally destroyed by the action of 

concentrated mineral acids* Although so resistant to the action of acids, 

wool is quite sensitive to alkalies, A 5 percent solution of caustic soda 

at a boiling temperature will completely dissolve wool in a few minutes*

The fiber was not disintegrated after being boiled for three hours with 3
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percent caustic soda but with. 6 percent was entirely dissolved. Reducing 

agents increase the strength and luster of the fiber. The fiber is readily 

oxidized when treated with oxidising agents and is deteriorated greatly. By 

moist chlorine gas wool is destroyed but is not so affected by the chlorina

tion process which gives it a silk-like feel; Wool is more easily damaged 

by chlorine than hypdchlorous acid the excess of which causes destruction of 

epithelial end cortical scales.

With regard to coloring matter wool is the most reactive of all,, 

the textile fibers, combining directly with acid, basic, and most substan-r 

tive .dyestuffs, and yielding as a rule shades which are much faster than 

those obtained on other fibers.

If left in a warm place, in a moist condition without access to 

fresh air, mildew or fungoid growth develops on the fiber tendering and 

eventually rotting it.

It appears from the preceding discussion that each of the textile 

fibers used in window furnishings is affected to a certain degree by the 

leading external deteriorating influences.

Heat, a form of molecular energy, is capable of changing a body 

in, volume and physical condition; It is transmitted to curtain materials 

by means of convection currents set up by heating devices within buildings 

and also by radiation and convection from the window glass that receives 

the direct rays of the sun. Convection currents cause a motion in the airj 

so that in passing through the fabric, friction to the fibers may result;,■ 

Heat also brings about expansion of the molecules which probably results 

in elongation of the fiber as the weight of the hanging curtain exerts a 

continuous strain upon the fiber. Qn the other hand, curtain materials
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are often subjected to extreme cold as they hang close to the chilled glass. 

This undoubtedly contracts the fibers which may result in a tendering.

Heat also brings about a dehydration of fabrics which usually 

results in a loss of tensile strength and often produces a brittle condition 

in tbe fiber. Light, a f q m  of radiant energy > is transmitted through the • 

glass either directly from the sun or by reflection as previously described; 

It is recognized that ordinary window glass permits little or none of the 

Ultra violet portion of the spectrum that is capable of producing oxycellu

lose , to pass through., but the blue rays of the spectrum do penetrate glass 

and are believed to have deteriorating affects upon fabrics.

The humidity or moisture contained in the atmosphere seems to 

have a close relationship to the tensile strength of fibers. With too am^n 

amounts of moisture the fiber becomes dry, weak, and brittle, and with excess 

of moisture the rayon and wool show weakened conditions; For each fiber 

there is an optimum amount of humidity that is often controlled by the 

existing temperature.

The air with its content of oxygen, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, 

aqueous vapor, dust, and traces of ozone, ammoniaj and other fumes comes 

into very close contact with curtain materials as it moves between the 

fibers of the fabric. Oxygen and ozone tend to cause oxidation, dust par- * 

tides grind into the fabric causing tendering, while variations in water 

content .̂ affect the strength.

Acid fumes from fuel are especially detrimental to fabrics made 

of cellulose. Ammonia brings about the tendering of wools and rayons.

With this information about each fiber and the factors that might 
cause deterioration, a study was begun attempting to determine what factors
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are causing the more rapid deterioration of window furnishings in the 

western states.

EXEERIEmrAL PROCEDURE

In order to secure some definite information regarding the habits . 

of homemakers in selecting and caring for window furnishings and their 

experience with the wearing qualities of the fabrics selected, a questionnaire 

was formulated to use in personal interviews. By this means an attempt was 

made to learn about the following:

A. Selection of window furnishings

a. Materials selected for window shades, glass curtains, 

hangings, and rods for the living room, dining room, 

bedroom, bath room, and kitchen

b. Reasons for the selection of each

B. Care of window furnishings

a * Freqnency of cleaning 

b. Method of cleaning 

a  Place of cleaning

C. Wearing qualities of window furnishings,

a. Service given 

b» Retention of color 

Ca Shrinkage

d, Effect of hanging at an open window 

(Copy of questionnaire in Appendix p. 56)

From the data obtained in these interviews it was leaW^I-Swlii^ic, Il 

fabrics representing cotton, linen, rayon, and silk were commonly used in
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the home, and these fabrics* natural in color, were selected for testing in 

the laboratory as follows: cotton, marquisette; linen, theatrical gauze;

rayon; bemberg; silk, silk gauze; and wild silk* pongee.

Efom, each fabric samples were cut 5 inches in from the selvedge 

measuring 5 inches on the warp and 15 inches on the filling. Each sample 

was weighed on a gram balance, and ten sets containing one sample of each 

fabric were assembled. In order that each set might be influenced by a

certain deteriorating factor or combination of factors, the sets were ex-
!

posed from Hoyember 4th until May 4th in the following manner:

Set one was arranged on a frame and placed in a window of south

ern exposure. So that each fabric might hang as it naturally would when 

used as a curtain, a wooden frame IS inches wide and 30 inches long was 

made, equipped with soft cotton cords, representing rods, onto which the 

fabric was run, a narrow casing being basted along the top of each sample. 

The position of the five samples on each frame was such that no shadows 

were cast from the window frame onto the fabric. The samples were subject

ed to the sun*s light and heat and the condition of heat and humidity 

prevailing in the room. Set two was arranged on a similar frame and placed 

in a window of northern exposurei This differed from set one!having only 

reflected light from the sun; Set three was also arranged, on a frame and 

placed in a dark closet which was kept well ventilated and at room temper

ature, In this case the direct heat and light from the sun were omitted. 

Set foutf was-placed on a similar frame. To expose this set to high humi

dity, a hox 30 inches high, 12 inches wide, and 12 inches deep was made of 

celotex, in it was placed a pan 9 inches bong, 3 inches wide, and 3 inches 

deep always kept full of distilled water into which six lamp wicks were
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lowered to a depth of g inches, and the frame containing the curtain 

sample was fitted into the front of this hox. This set was then placed 

in. a window of southern exposure; The condition of moisture was added to 

the factors for set one. Set five was arranged the same way as set four 

but placed in a dark closet which was kept well ventilated and at room 

temperature; The factors were as those of set four with the omission of 

light; Set six was put into a pasteboard box which was wrapped with paper 

and sealed; It was placed in a drying drawer where the temperature varied 

from 60 to 70° C. This set was subjected to high temperature with no 

ventilation or light and practically no moisture; Set seven was prepared 

as set six and placed in an electric refrigerator kept at abput 3° 0. This 

differed from set six in that cold was substituted for heat. Set eight 

was put into a similar box and placed in a desiccator in which, soda Time 

was the drying agent. Here there was no moisture, light, or ventilation, 

and only room temperature; Set nine was placed in the same glass desicca

tor but not wrapped; The desiccator was set near a window of southern 

exposure so that direct sunlight was able to reach these samples; A ther

mometer was also put in the desiccator so the temperature could be record

ed without opening it at any time.; Set ten was placed in a wrapped, seal

ed, pasteboard box in a drawer at room temperature as a control.

At the beginning of the experiment certain laboratory tests 

were made; The weight of each sample was taken in grams as given in Phelps 

Eanuel p; 77* The number of yarns per inch was found by the thread counter; 

(2, p» 78} The number of twists per inch of yarn was calculated by the 

precision twist counter; (2, p; 87} Ths tensile strength of the fabric was7 

determined by the strip test method; The length of the specimens was 7
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inches, the width Ig- inches, and the distance between the Jaws 3 inches,

(2, p» 80} The bursting strength was taken on the Mullen tester, (2, p.

83).

At the end of the six months* study the tests which were repeat

ed on each sample of window fabric were: weight, tensile strength of fabric, 

and bursting strength.

During this six months* period, temperature records were kept for 

each set. External light conditions were recorded so that the kinds of day

light during the exposure might be known. Actinic measurements of solar 

ultra violet light were made according to the methods worked out by the 

laboratory of the Ohitiago Health Department. (3, pi 493-511)

Fading tests were run on two sets of samples containing fabrics 

of cotton, linen, rayon, silk and wool of various colors. Each set was 

made as follows: Swatches Sg: inches by inches of the fabrics were mount

ed on a thick cardboard over which was sealed with gummed paper a cardboard 

of the same size on which circles one inch $n diameter were cut out allow

ing that area to be exposed on each fabric. One set was exposed to 300 

hours of stmllght inside a south window, the other was exposed outside this 

window for the same length of time, Bi order that each fabric might be 

exposed to the light as it would be when used for a window material they 

hung: parallel to the window no definite angle of light being observed,

HESDLTS

Following the methods that have been outlined, a study of window 

furnishings was conducted during a seven months* period extending from 

October 15, 1930, to May 15, 1931* During this Ihtte information was secur

ed from homemakers regarding their methods of selection and care of window



furniaMngs and; their experiences with wearing quality, At the same time a 

series of standard laboratory tests were applied to a few selected materials 

that vfere exposed to controlled combinations of external factors believed to 

be causes of deterioration. The results from each of these investigations 

will now be presentedi

A, Data Birnished By Homemakers 

One hundred three homemakers were personally interviewed,, and a 

questionnaire was filled out for each one from which the following data was 

tabulated;

'In tables I, II, III, and 17 will be listed the kinds of window 

shades, glass curtains» window hangings, and curtain rods used respectively 

in the homes visited and the room in which each kind was found.



SO-

EAELE Io HUMBER OF BOOKS IH IHICS BIFEEBEHE KIHDS OF WINDOW SHADES WEBE 

USED.

(a)

Cb)

Kinds of 
window shades

W i n g
room

Dining ' 
room

Bed**
room

• .Bath1 
room,

Kitchen
1 E 1 ̂ * ' - . .

Holler Shades

Watercooler 4 i 4 3 3 5

Machine-oiled 80 77 77 77 76

Hand-painted
Single O 6 5 5 5
Duplex 5 • 4 4 4 4

Eontine 3 3 6 . 6 6
Austrian cloth 2 2 I O O

Dnported Holland I I O O O

Domestic Holland 2 O 2 2 2
Indian Head I I 2 I I

Pull Curtains

Damask 5 O I O O

Homespun I O O O Q

Bayon taffeta I O O O .0
Bayon madras O . 2 O .0 Q

Mohair O O I O O

Cretonne O O I I O

Chintz. ' O O O I I

Oilcloth O O O I I

Linen Crash O O O O I

Hone O 3 O 2 I
* - - •• ■ V



TABItB XI. MEMBER OP ROCUB XET IHXCE DIPEEREM! H U B S  OP GLASS CUSTOMS 

WERE USED.

Kinds of 
Glass Curtains

Living
room

Dining:
room

Bed*
room

Bath
room

' .KitCheti :

Bamberg 4 4 .0 I 0
Battex^berg lace 2 2 0 0 0
Casement cloth I 0 3 0 0

Cotton madras & 4 6 0 2

Cotton marquisette 23 23 45 42 5Q

Cotton, scrim I 3 0 14 4

Cotton voile I 2 26 8 6

Dimity 0 0 0 0 4

Dotted Swiss 0 0 5 7 4

DUpont fabroid 0 0 0 0 I

Pilet net 13 13 - 5 11 5

Gingham 0 Q 0 0 2

Grenadine Q I 0 0 0

Japanese crepe Q 0
:

0 I 0

Iace 10 9 3 I 0

Lawn I 0 0 3 6

Muslin 0 0 0 I 2

Orggndie 0 0 I 4 4

Pongee I 0 0 0 0

Rayon brocade 0 Q 0 0 I

Rayon madras I 0 I 0 0



TABLE II (Coiit*a)
... f

KInda of 
GIasp Cttrtains

■ i ■Living
room

Dining
.room

Bed- 
. room

Bath
room

» i. — . . - • ' ' , V  * v 1

kitchen 
. room

Rayon marquisette M LO 3 0 Q
Rayon net 4 3 I Qi 0
Theatrical gauze 2 2 I 0 0
Quaker net I ? 0 0 0

Hone 16 20 5 10 10
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IfiBIE H I ,  HUTffiEE OF ROOBG HT W H G E  DIFFHtEM? KHEDS OF WIHDOW HANGINGS 

WERE USEDi

Kinds of Living Dining Bed— Bath Kitchen
window hangings room room room room

Alpaca-rayon I 

Cambric 0 

Ghintz 2 

Qrash-Linen O 

Crepe O 

Corduroy 0 

Cretonne S 

Damask (rayon) 16 

Damask (silk) 6 

Dimity 0 

English linen 3 

Gingham 0 

Homespun 2 

India print 0 

Japanese ^repe 0 

Marquisette 3 

Mohair 3 

Muslin printed 0 

Net (rayon) 3 

Organdie 0

O

O 0 0 0
0 I 0 I
0 3 0 0
0 0 0 I
0 3 0 0
I 0 0 0
14 9 3 2
11 5 0 O
O 0 0 0
0 0 O I
4 I O 0
0 0 I I
0 0 0 0
0 I 0 0
0 i 0 0
2 2 I 0
I I Q Q
O 2 0 0
I 0 0 0
0 I 0 0
O I 0 0Pongee
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TfiBLE III (Coat’d)

Bands of 
window hangings

Living
room

Dining
room.

Bed
room

Bath
room

Kitchen

Bep S O O O O

Sateen Q I I O O

Satin O . O 3 O O

Shantung (silk) I O O O O

Taffeta B I 5 O O-

Tapestry 2 I Q O O

Terry cloth I O O O O

Velour 2 3 O O O

Voile O O 17 O O

Fone 48 35 50 98 97



3&BB2 ET. HUMBER OF ROOffiB IR IEICE DIFFERENT TTTOns QF CURTAHT RODS 

WERE DSEDi

Kinds of 
Rods

Living
room.

Dining
room

Bed
room

Bath
room

Kitchen

Spring 0 0 2 6 8
Sound straight 

brass 2 2 I 9 9

Round extension 
brass 11 13 10 I 2

Flat straight 
extension 3 5 5 7 4

Flat curved end 
extension 66 64 -83 77 78

Double curved end 
extension I I 0 O 9

Wrought iron , 9 8 2 I I

Cast-iron 2 I 0 0 0
Wood 9 8 0 0 0
Hone 9 8 0 2 I

■ •' ' ' " ' ’

Ttxe precediDg tables indicate that ft. wlfle variety of materials 

are being selected by homemakers for their window furnishings i Each home1* 

maker was questioned as to what influenced her in making her selections, 

and the reasons for buying are summarized in Table 7.
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TABLE Ti NUMBER OF TIMES THE FACTORS LISTED BELOW INFLUENCED HOME- 

MAKERS BT THEIR SELECTION OF WINDOW FURNISHINGS.

Factors

' ' - 1 ' ' ' ! ’ :

Window.
Shades

Glass
Curtains

Sihgings Rods :

.. -VTTW"." I- ■■ r.,.' .»■-
Personal likes 47 94 OS 75

Ideas of others 46 6 I 3

Interior decorator*s 
advice 5 , 14 il 5

Store displays 9 4 i 0
Salesman's advice 0 9 0 0
Fashion or fad 9 I I 9

Color SS 60 57 4

Design 0 11 5 0
Texture 8 00 47 0
Width 0 0 a I
Appropriateness 10 34 21 2
Cost 11 41 14 7
Wearing qualities 24 25 7 11
Ease of cleaning 8 19 2 0
Ease of making 2 4 I 0

* « ....... • - ■

In Tlew of the fact that certain natural elements, such as the 

dust and fumes present in the atmosphere of houses, are believed to be 

partly responsible for deterioration of window furnishings, it seemed 

advisable to investigate the frequency and methods of cleaning these fabrics



Tables VI, VII, and VIII list the occurrence of methods used by 

homemakers in caring for their window furnishings.

TABLE VI6. NbMBER OE -TIMES METBODS CXF QABlNO EQR WINDOW SHftTras w e r e 

USED.

Methods of 
care

Living
room

1 Dining 
room

Bed
room

1Batr
room

' Kitchen

(a) Frequency of Cleaning

Once each two 
years 4 4 4 3

' ' ' , — -Ti--:— - T -—

3

Once yearly 85 25 85 34 35

Twice yearly 64 64 64 64 64

Three times 
yearly 6 5 6 6 6

Four times 
yearly 3 8 8 8 8

Six times 
yearly I I I i I

Twelve times 
yearly I I I i I .

(b) Method of Gleaning 

Dry wiping 75 75 75 75 75

Damp wiping 19 17 19 17 18

Cleaning gum 7 6 7 r- 7

Scrubbing 8 8 3 3 3
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TABIS YIIi HUMBER OF TIMES METHODS OF CARMG FOR GLASS CURTAINS WERE USED 

M  VARIOUS ROOMSi

Methoilg of 
care

Living:
room

Dining
room

Bed**
room

Bath
room.

Kitchen

(a) Frequency of cleaning

Oncg each three
years 4 3 0 O O

Once each two
years 3 3 I O O

Once yearly 32 27 14 3 I

Twice yearly 43 45 48 24 13

Three times
yearly 5 5 16 16 17

Four times
yearly O O 14 27 28

Six times '
yearly O O 6 22 22

Twelve times ■ •
yearly O O I I 12

(h) Place of cleaning

At Home 2? 32 80 82 84

At Laundry 60 51 20 11 9

(c) Method of cleaning

Hand washing 35 40 63 60 67

Washing on
board 5 3 3 2 I

In machine 7 5 23 29 24

Dry cleaning 40 35 11 2 I
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TABLE YII (Coat’d)

Method of 
care

Living
room

Dining
room

Dock*
room.

Bath
room

Ehtchen

(d) Method of drying

.^Stretching 62 55 25 14 10
Hanging outdoors 20 20 48 .43 43

Hanging indoors 5 10 .27 36 40

9̂TiLe glass curtains sent to the laundry were placed on stretchers;

'i ■ ' i ‘
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TABLE VIII. ITOMBER OE TIMES METHODS OF CARHO FOR WINDOW HANGINGS WERE 

USED H  VARIOUS ROOlB.

Methods of 
care

Living
room

Dining
room

Bed
room

Bath
room

Kitchen

(a) Freqwency of cleaning

Once each three 
years 5 S 5 0 0

Once each two 
years 10 5 0 0 0

Once yearly 85 82 13 I 0

Twice yearly 15 .11 16 I 2

Three times 
yearly Q 0 2 3 3

Four times 
. yearly 0 0 S 0 0

Six times 
yearly 0 0 0 I I

(b) Place of cleaning 

At Home 18 16 19 5 6

At Laundry 38 84 . 17 0 0

(c) Method of cleaning 

Washing 6 8 19 4 6

Dry cleaning 50 32 17 I 0
- ' .....  ’ • • • ■ " - ■



IExere curtains were laundered at home nine brands of soap were

usedi

Brands used Number pf homemakers
using

“White King ; * j  ̂  ̂ * 25
Lux . . . . . .  i i . 20
Ivory i . . . .  & i . . .  . 20
Lvory Flakes . . * ̂ * . * * 12
Crystal White 10
P and O Naptha ;  ̂. . . . . 5
Fe(ls Naptha . . . . . .   ̂ 5
Chipso 3
Oxydol . . ,  ..........  3

In tinting Curtains the following coloring materials were used.

Materials used Number of homemakers
using

Tintex  ̂ 10
PytnamtS 5
Dipit . ...................   . 4
Coffee . . . ; . . . i . . . 3 '\
Hit .i. 5
Tea * ; . 2
=Aladdin Soap  ̂*  ̂. . . .  * 2
Twink ; i . . ; . . . * .  ̂ 2
Tumeric i . . i *' i . *• ♦ I
Gasoline and oil paint i i . I
Tissue paper i » .........  I

' Thirty eight homemakers starched their glass curtains. In ironing 

curtains, eight used electric ironers, while the others used a flat iron; The 

curtains which were stretched did not require ironing;

In talking with the homemakers the idea seemed to predominate that 

the wear was closely related to the price paid for the fabric, except in.the 

case of silk where even high priced materials deteriorated rapidly, especial

ly in windows of southern exposure.

Bayons appeared to be wearing well although their extensive use has 

been too recent to form any definite conclusions.



Among the cotton fabrics used for glass Curtainai marquisette with 

its lappet weave, is giving the greatest satisfaction  ̂ It is not only durable 

but can be purchased in a variety of designs and colors making its use adapts 

able to any room.

Wools are very durable. Mohair, being Wireyi resists dust, so does 

not have to be cleaned so frequently. However, wool is susceptible to destruc 

tion by moths and must be protected.

It was believed that almost all of the glass curtains faded, after 

exposure to the sun, some more than others. As a rule, cheap window hang

ings faded much more rapidly than the expensive* many of which were sun fast. 

Hangings showed less fading when they were Iinedi and those exposed in 

southern windows were apt to become faded and streaked.

Cotton, linen, and rayon fabrics shrink upon being Washedi so 

curtains are placed on stretchers when commercially laundered. Homemakers 

either allow for shrinkage in tucks or stretch the curtain in some way dur

ing the cleaning process. Some curtains were even placed at the windows 

While damp with a rod also run through the bottom on which were placed 

weightsi Even though curtains shrink, the original length may be obtained 

again by stretching.

TOien the homemakers were asked what effects open windows had on

curtains, their response was as follows:**-'

Effect .Humber of homemakers

HaVe no effect . i . . . . . . . .  16
Catch dust i . . . . . .  . . . . 70
Deteriorate . . . . . . . . . . .  51
Shrihk ; ; 27
Eade . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  . 47



Homemakers attributed the deterioration, of window furnishings to 

these factors:?-

Factors Humber of homemakers

S u n .................       80
Light . . ................ i i , 6
Heat ..................   ... i 6
Carelessness . i . i . * . . . , 25
Dust . . i . i t .  .......48
Humidity (low} .    3
Acids in air I
Coal smoke ... i i i . . . .  , 2
Grease ; .............. i I
Bain * i ... i . i ... . 7
Starch I
Wind ..........   . . . . . . .  . 3
Gold .............................   2
Moths .......................   . . S

B« Results of Laboratory Tests

As outlined in the experimental procedure, five fabrics represent

ing the fibers cotton, linen, rayon, degummed silk, and wild silk were subject 

ed to ten combinations of heatj light, humidity, and ventilation for a period 

of six months in order, to determine the effect upon the weight j tensile 

strength, and bursting strength of the material * The results of these experi? 

ments will be presented separately for each fiber in tables H ,  X, XI, XII, 

and XIII.



' SOGHgQIT a* la t e t ia l  » margrdLsette e» !CWiat
"b* Weave v  lappet warp —  10
a. Cfolor — beige filling —  23a3
do Thread COixnt f. Tensile strength

warp —  8 (2-ply) warp. — 29 lbs,
filling — .9 filling —  11 lbs,

g» Bursting strength - 48 lbs.

" TfiBEB H .  BFBECT OF A VARIETY OF BKTBBBAE COEDITIOES UPOE TEE WEIGHT AED STBBEGTH OF COTTOE WIEDOl 

FABRICS.

Eumber 
. of 
■Sample

Avgi . 
■ Temp.

Condition
of

Light

Condition
of

Humidity

Venti
lation

Initial 
Wt o of 
Sample

Final 
Wt» of 
Sample

Final 
Tensile 
Strength 
Warp ,

Fipal
Tensile
Strength

. Filling

Fin&l
Bursting
Strength

Set I 29o5° Cf. south room room . 2.3899 g. .2.3895 g. 25,2 lbs* 7,0 lbs. 38.0 lbs.

-S.@*6 2. 27,1° C. north - room . . room 2.5572 g. . 2.5600 g. 25.5 lbs. 7.2 lbs. 46.0 lbs.

Set 5 27.9° Co . - dark room . room 2,3954 g. 2.3904 g,. 28;? lbs;. „ . 11.7 lbs; 50.0 lbs.

Set 4 30.0° c. . south high room. 2.3590 g. 2i3632 g. 22.7 lbs. 44.7 lbs.

Set -5 SIoO0 Co. . dark • . ■ high room . 2.5821 g. ..2,3706 g ?. .28.0 lbs. . 10,0 lbs... 44.7 lbs.

Set 6 6S;2° C, .,..dark ". dry. . none 2,4609 g. 2.4359 g, 24.8 lbs* " 8,5. lbs. . 44.5 lbs.

Set 7 ■ .4> 4- C . dark . ... dry . none , 2.5760. g. 2^4155 g, .28.2 lbs, , . 12*0 lbs. 55;O lbs.

Set 8 . 28^6° C» dark bone-dry . none. .. . 2.4448 g. 2.4285 go: 27.2 lbs. . 9.8 lbs. .
. . - , ’ ■ '-V- '
48.5 lbs.

Set S 

Set 10 -■

b -
28 ..6 , C. . South ... bone-dry . none . 2.0757 g. 2.5355 g. 29.5 lbs, ... 10,0 lbs. - ,52; 8- lbs.

27o9° Co . ..,dark. , room . ... none
• 1 1 J .

2»3351 g. .242401 g,.;,■31,2 lbs* , . 10,0 lbs, . 48,0 lbs.
• -



EITOf a. Material - theatrical gauze 
h. Weave - plain
c. Color - natural
d. Thread count

warp - 6 
filling 5

TABLE X. EFFECT OF A VARIETY OF EXTEKBfAL COI©ITIOES UPOI THE IfflICHT AHD STREHGTH GF EIHEH WIHDOT 

FABRICS.

lumber.
of

Sample
.imTemp.

Condition
of

Eight

Condition
of

Humidity

Vehti-
lation

• Initial 
Wt . of 
Sample

Final 
W t . of ' 
Sample

Final
Tensile
Strength
Warp

Final .... 
Tensile 
Strength 
Filling

Final;. - -
Bursting
Strength

Set I 29.5° C. . south. room . room. 3.8736 g. 3.8300 g. 31.8 lbs. . 17.5 lbs. 60.3 lbs

Set 2; . 27.1* C. - north' room . room . 3.8547 g. 3.84.06 g. 30,2 lbs. 17.0 lbs. 79,3 lbs

Set S 27.9* C»
' - ' V-- - • ̂ '

' dark room room. 3,7595 g. 3.3719 g. 28.7 lbs. . 15.7 lbs. 74.2 lbs

Set 4 36.0° C. south . high. • rocan. 3.9812 g. 3.9601 g.- 21.5 lbs.. - 9,5 lbs. 59,8 lbs

Set .5 31.0* C. ... . dark high room ' 3o8904 g. 3.8803 g. 50.0 lbs. 19,5 lbs. 67.3 lbs.
.. . - —

Set 6 63.2° C. dark . . dry ■ none 3,9550 g. 3,8760 g. 31.5 lbs. 17.3 lbs. 51.3 lbs.' A. .

Set 7 4*4° C e • dark' dry none . 3.8613 g. 3,9370 g. 38,2 lbs. 31.0 lbs. 70,6 lbs.

Set s 28.«6° C. dark . bone-dry none 3,8432 g, 3.8506 g. 34,0 lbs. 18.9 lbs. . 69.6 lbs.

Set 9
- . -1 -L,.- ----- -

28.6* C. south . bone-dry none 3.9234 g. 3.9086 g. 30.0 lbs. 26.8 lbs. 59.6 lbs.

Set 10 27.9° G . .
f - - = - - •- • •;

dark. room . none : 5.8434 g.
■ ~ '— ■— — 4

3.8544 g. 55.5 lbs. 15.5 lbs. 72,0.lbs

e. Twist r- none
f. Tensile strength

warp -T 30.5 lbs. 
filling - IS.5 lbs. " 

go Bursting Strength 72 lbs.



BAYOIT a.. Material - Bemterg e. Twigt
t. Weave - plain warp - 25.3
c. Color —  beige filling - 23.3
d. Thread count f. Tensile strength

warp - 22 warp - 51.1 Its. '
filling - 21 filling - 25.7 Its.

g. Bursting strength r 81.0 Its.

1TABLB XI. . EFFECT OF A TAEIETY OF EXTERNAL CONDITIONS BPQN THE WEIGHT AND STRENGTH OF RAYON WINDOW 

FABRICS.

Number
of

Sample„

&vg. 
-Temp,

Gondition 
of . 

light
-

Condition
of

Humidity ■

Vent—
lation

Initial 
Wt . of 
Sample .

Binal 
Wt. of 
Sample

, Final 
Tensile' 
Strength . 
■Warp

Final
Tensile
Strength
Filling

Final
Bursting
Strength

Set I 29.5° C. . south .. room ... room 2.9361 g._ 2.9301 g.. 23.2 Its. 30,8 Its. 70,0 Its.

Set a 27.1° G.
• ■ • - /

,- north . room , room , 2.9452 g.
' 1 ' J" ' '

2.9#0 g. 34.1 Its. 32.3 Its. 74.7 Its.

Set 5 27.9° O . dark ' room room . . 2.9308 g. - 2.6100 g., 33.8 Its. . 41.5 Its. .83,7 Its.

Set 4 .. 36.0° C. sduth higit room : 3,0254 g. 3.0212 g. 26.7 Its. 25.1 Its. 73.7 Its.

Set 5 31.0° e. - ' dark . high room 2.9560 g.; 2*9400 g, 35.7 Its. . . 34,0 Its. 87.8 Its.

Set 6
O

63.2 C., ■ dark ' dry none 2.9327 g. 2.8645 g. 33.5 Its. 32.5 Its. 75.7 Its.

Set 7 a ^ 4.4 Cr.
* ----- - • "

dark dry none 2.8708 g, 2;7805 g. .26.7 Its. ... 37.7 Its. 80;5 Its.

Set. 8 . 28.6° 0* dark tpne-d^y
X

none. 2.9015 g. 2,9010 g. 54,7 Its. 32,5 Its. 82,7 Its.

Set 9 28,6° 0. south tone-dry none 2,9557 g. 2.9408 g. 34.7 Its.
- • ■ • V-. -

35.7 Its. 82.7 its.

Set 10 27.9° 0, . . dark room none 2.9170 g. 2.9242 g. 28.2 Its... . 38.8 Its.
L— — - I _ , _ „ «
81.0 its.



SILK a. material — silk gauze
b. Weave ^ plain
c. Color — gold
e. Thread count

warp - 24
filling - 15

e. Twist s* none 
fi Tensile strength 

warp - 18.5 lbs. 
filling - 21.4 Ibs.- 

g. Bursting strength - 64*2 lbs.

TfiBBE XII. .EB1EECT OE I TfiBIETI OE EXTEEEfih COEIIITIOES EPOH TEE' WEIGHT AiID STEEEGTH GE SILK VIIEBOf

FfiBEIOS.

Etanbef
of

Sample

. Avg. . . 
.Temp,

Condition
of
Light

Condition
of

Humidity

Venti
lation

Initial 
Et . Of
Sample

Final 
. ft. of 

Sample

Filial
Tensile
Strength
Warp

Final . 
Tensile 
Strength 
Filling

Final
Bursting
Strength

Set I 29.5° 0. south room room 1.3251 g. 1.5194 g. 1*3 lbs, 0.0 lbs. 20.2 lbs.
S-6*t & 27.1° 0» north . room room . 1.5116 g. ■ 1.3280 g. . 5.0 lbs. 26.8 lbs. 58.7 lbs.
Set 5 27.9° 0. dark , room room . 1.2806 g. 1.2750 g. 16.2 lbs. .

9-""' .'J ' ' Mil
45.6 lbs.. 66,7 lbs.

■Set 4 56.0° 0. south high .
- - ■-

.. room 1*2790 g. 1.2862 g. 0,0 lbs. 0*0 lbs. 37.0 lbs.
Set 5 51.0° 0. dark high - room. . 1.5476 g. . 1.3370 g. 11,2 lbs.. 42.0 lbs. , 70*0 lbs.
Set 6. 65.2° Cf., dark dry none .1.2934 g. 1.3001 g* 11.2 lbs. 43.0 lbs. . 38.6 lbs.
Set 7 4.4° 0. . dark , dry none . 1.2770 g. . 1.3000 g. 18*2 lbs.. 48.0 lbs. 60,7 lbs.
Set 8 28.6° G. dark bone^ry none 1.3202 g. I* 5202 g< 14.1 lbs. .. 44:»0 11)3« 57*5 lbs.

Set 9 28o69 0. . SOUth.: bone-dry . none 1.5052 g. 1.2885 g.
. -

10*6 lbs. 44.0 lbs.. 47.7 lbs.

Set 10 . 27 i9° C».
 ̂ ’• " •“

dark
. - 1 .. y -

room I . none 1.2625 g.
- - 7 '

1.2773 g. 17.5 lbs. 49*0 lbs. 64,2 lbs.



'WILD SIItIC Material' - pongee e. Tsrist
Weave - plain warp - 4.25
Coloy — natural filling « I
Thread count f. Tensile strength
vfarp - 18 warp - 24.8 Ihs.
filling - 20 filling - 25,1 Ihs

g. Hursting strength - 92 Ihs.

TABBE XIII. EFFECT QF A  VARIETY OF EKTEREAB COEDITIOES UPOE THE !EIGHT AED S.TREHGTH.OF WILD SILK 

WIHDOW FABRICS.

Eumher
of

Sample

■ ■ j ■ » y.» .I .P.,
. Avgr'
Temp,

Condition
of

Light

Condition
of

Humidity

Venti
lation

Initial 
.'It, of 
Sample

' Final 
Wt . of 
Sample

Final 
Tensile" 
Strength 
Iarp

Final
Tensile
Strength
Filling

Final
Bursting
Strength

Set I , •• 29..5° C, ... south . room . room 2,7150 g.. 2.6804 g. 0o0 ihs. , 0.0 lbs. 24.7 lbs.

set 2 27.1° C,; north room room . 2.4900 g. 2.4700 g. 19.3 lhs. 14*0 lbs. 89.3 lbs.

Set 5 27.9* C. dark _ room . . . room 2.4437 g, 2.4190 g. 55..5 lhs. 44.0 lhs. 98.3 lhs.

Set 4_ S6.0O C. south high. room 2.4922 g. . 2.4612 g.
" •. '
0.0 lhs. . 0.0 lhs. 16.7 lbs.

Set S 51.0° C. , dark high room 2.4445 g. 2.4106 g. 37.7 lhs. 35.0 lbs. 98.5 lhs.

Set 6 65,2° Co dark 4ry ,none 2.5359 g. 2.4738 g. 34.0 lhs. 30.5 lbs. 78*3 lhs.

set 7 4.4° C. dark .. dry. none . 2.3598 g. . 2.4154 g._ 25.0 lhs. . 42.2, lhs.. , 98,0 lhs.

Set 8 28.6° 0. ... dark hone-dry none 2.3148 g. 2.2957 g. 38.5 lhs. .. 46.5 lhs, 98.5 lhs.

Set 9 _ . 28.60 c. south hone-dry none 2.4145 g. 2.3689 g. 33.3 lhs. 38.7 lhs,. 99.8 lhs.

Set 10., 27.9° C. . dark robm none. 2.251Q g.. 2.2600 g. 39.2 lbs. 39,2 lhsi 92.0 lbs.



Uie fire fabrics used in the test were exposed to these variations 

in external .factors for 180 days, snow being on the ground 137 days of the 

time* Light records were taken three times each week and the results were 

as follows:

Kind of Sunlight No. of Days

Bright................... 18 da;
Medium................... SI da.
P a i n t ................... 18 da.
Gray l i g h t ............... 37 da.
Dark . . . . .  i .. . 8 da;

The actinic readings of the solar ultra violet light were takenj 

during each month of the experiment between the hours of 10 A-. M- and 11 A-. M. 

The percentage^of ultra violet, light in this locality.was calculated on the 

basis of the "climatic maximum" of solar ultra violet light for the Chicago 

district as reported by Dr. Tonney (3) since the maximum has not yet been 

■determined, here. The percentage of ultra violet light was found to be rather 

high for winter months although some variation will be noted probably caused 

by thin clouds and hazinessi The monthly records are as follows:

Months Percent of maximum

December  ........ . * 55,37 percent
January .......... .. . 47.88
February............... 66^59
March ................. 69.93
April ................. 67 AZ
m y .................... 64i09

In m y  a test for ultra violet light was also run inside of ordin

ary window glassi Experiment showed that the ultra violet light transmitted 

through the glass amounted to 49.13 percent of the..climatic maximum. Four 

hours later a second test was run giving 36*66 percent of the climatic 

maximum. This reading, compared with the May reading of solar light taken

outside on the same day and at approximately the same time ̂ would indicate



9. high degree of transmission of ultra violet light through the window glass.

In testing the fading of fabrics, two sets of samples containing 

fabrics of cotton, Iineni rayon; silk; and wool of various colors were expos-’ 

ed to direct sunlight. One set was placed inside the window of southern 

exposure and the other outside the same window for a period of about 500 

hours, The samples which showed decided fading were: green buckram, green

chintz, figured cretonne, and peach voile, all of which faded most when 

exposed outside the window. Peach celanese and Bemberg faded slightly in 

both cases. Samples of ocher theatrical gauze, yellow rayon marquisette, 

figured scrim, blue rep, blue damask, lavendar chambray, and green mohair 

showed no fading during this time in either set.



DISCUSSION

Irom the data received from homemakers regarding the selection, 

care, and wearing qualities of their window furnishings it was found that 

about 80 percent of the window shades were machine oiled which were moder

ately priced and giving satisfaction in wearing quality. Approximately 5 

percent were hand painted and about the same percent were Tontine, or Dueo i 

finished, which are comparatively new on the market but are giving satisfac

tion in wear, appearance, and ease of cleaning'since they can be scrubbed 

with soap and water. Of glass curtains, cotton marquisette was by far the 

most commonly used due to its durability, moderate cost, and variety of color 

and design lending itself to use in any room. Cotton or rayon filet net, 

cotton voile, theatrical gauze, and rayon marquisette were found in many 

homes; Theatrical gauze, a linen fabric resists dust which probably increases 

the wearing quality and necessitates less frequent cleaning. Dayon is apparent

ly wearing well and can be purchased in' various weaves, the marquisette weave ; 

giving excellent service and appearance. Filet net is also very durable, j: - 

Cotton voile is used most commonly for bedrooms i It is not quite so durable : 

as marquisette and the cheaper grades are apt to fade. Rayon, damask was used 

most for hangings; In better grades it is sunfast; it is very durable, and 

resists dust. Cretonne hangings were popular and giving good service; The 

flat, curved end, extension brass rod was used in every room by the greatest 

number of homemakers; However, the three-eighths inch round, extension brass 

rod is being placed in many homes probably because it is more attractive and 

can be used with rings which are in fashion at the present time; Wrought 

iron rods were used in several living rooms and dining rooms & Their use in 

Spanish and Italian architecture has made them popular;
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Ih asking the homemakers what factors influenced them most in their 

selection of window furnishings, the following replies were frequently given: 

personal likes, ideas of others, color, wearing quality, cost", appropriateness * 

texture, and interior decoratorts advice. Uone of the homemakers were influenc

ed by SalesmantS advice, and most of them had decided choices of their own.

About 62 percent of the homemakers cleaned their window shades twice 

yearly, 23 percent once yearly, and the rest more or less often. Most shades 

were cleaned by dry wiping which was not giving satisfaction. The cleaning of 

shades seemed -to be a problem with homemakers, and shades which can be washed 

are much more practical and serviceable. About 45 percent of the glass curtains 

in living rooms; dining rooms, and bedrooms were cleaned twice yearly and about 

30 percent of the curtains in living and dining rooms once yearly; About 27 

percent of bathroom and kitchen curtains were cleaned four times yearly, 22 

percent six times yearly, and many were cleaned only two or three times dur

ing thp year.

The curtains sent to the laundry were as follows: living room,

about 69 percent; dining room* 57 percent; bedroom, 25 percent; bathroom; 15 

percent; and kitchen, 10 percent. Many living and dining room curtains were 

dry cleaned as many more were laundered by hand, and a few were washed on 

the board or in the machine. The majority of bedroom, bathroom, and kitchen 

curtains were washed by hand although some were washed in the machine; and a 

few were dry cleaned. The method employed in drying living room and dining 

room curtains was, for the most part, stretching on frames; All the curtains ■ 

sent to the laundry were stretched. Many curtains were also dried by hanging 

them out-of-doors.

Most living room, dining room, and bedroom window hangings were



cleaned once or twice yearly. . Only five homemakers of the entire group had 

bathroom window hangings and only six had kitchen window hangings which 

were cleaned about three times during the year. The majority of living 

and dining room hangings were dry cleaned at the laundry; The number of 

bedroom curtains dry cleaned at the laundry in comparison to those washed 

at home was about the same. - In all cases except one* the bathroom and 

kitchen curtains were washed at home.

Curtain rods were cleaned about twice each year by dry wiping.

Though a desire to satisfy the aesthetic sense was a factor in 

influencing their choice of window furnishings, homemakers regarded durabil

ity as an important factor in their selection; The methods they employed in 

the care of their window furnishing and the materials used in this care were 

adopted as most advantageous to the best wearing qualities*

As the result of six months* exposure of the five selected window 

fabrics to a variety of external conditions it will be noticed in Table IZ 

to XIII that only slight changes occurred in the weights of the samples & In 

the case of small gains, the additional weight might have been caused by a 

change in moisture content, especially since the weight was always taken 

at room humidity; by collecting dust; or by chemical change such as oxida

tion. Losses in weight occurred in the samples that had been kept under 

conditions when very little or no moisture was present, such as the 

desiccator and drying drawer;

Loss in tensile and bursting strength indicates the action of 

natural destructive agencies. The greatest loss in tensile strength by 

warp occurred in wild silk and degummed silk that had been exposed to south

ern light both at room conditions and With increased humidity. While the



wild silk registered 54.8 pounds of tensile strength by means of the Scott 

tester at the beginning of the experiment, at the end of these two exposures, 

the reading was zero. In degummed silk the original tensile strength was 

not so great being 18*5 pounds, but this was also reduced to zero in a south

ern humid exposure and only 1.5 pounds in southern exposure at room condi

tions. Even north light caused a decrease in the tensile strength of the 

two silk samples varying from about 50 percent in wild silk to 74 percent 

loss in degummed silk. The linen sample lost approximately 30 percent in 

the tensile strength of warp in a southern humid exposure. This was an 

unexpected result, however, one investigator (4} has reported that whereas 

linen was originally 50 percent stronger wet than dry, after a 90 day 

exposure to ordinary weather conditions it became 30 percent weaker wet 

than dry; This might account for the change that seemed to occur under 

humid conditions in the presence of direct light. Rayon came next in its 

loss in tensile strength when exposed to southern light,, and cotton showed 

the least loss; TVhen the fillings of these samples were tested for tensile 

strength, wild silk and degummed silk again showed complete loss after 

exposure to southern light at room conditions and with increased humidity;

The wild silk filling was more affected by north light than degummed silk. 

Linen and cotton^fillings lost only a small degree of their Strengthj while 

rayon showed a tendency to gain in tensile strength when exposed to south

ern and northern light without additional humidity; The rayon used in this 

experiment was Bemberg which is a cuprammpnium type. It has been found 

that heating cuprammonium rayon increases its strength in dry conditions, 

(15); As the average temperature in southern exposure was 39;5° 0-. and for ' 

north light 37.1° 0., this heat might have been sufficient to bring about



this increase in tensile strength.

Changes in the tensile strength of warps and fillings in the 

samples were also observed under other conditions of exposure. When kept 

in the drying drawer at an average temperature of 65*2° G. but without light; 

cotton shows slight decreases in strength; Cotton undergoes structural dis^
Ointegration at about 160 C. Much lower temperatures for long periods have 

similar deleterious action; (9)* Degummed silk lost some strength in its 

warp but gained some strength in the filling* In the extreme condition of 

exposure in an electric refrigerator at a temperature of 4;4° Cv, the fill^ 

ings of all samples except cotton showed gain in tensile strength* The linen 

warp also gained in strength, but wild silk and rayon warps lost strength 

while cotton and degummed silk remained constant; Gains in tensile strength 

could probably be attributed to greater cohesion within the fibers caused by 

contractionj but the cause of loss is unknown; Samples of wild silk, degummed 

silk and rayon kept in'a desiccator over soda lime for six months showed a 

tendency to gain in the tensile strength of their fillings; The warps 

remained constant except in the case of degummed silk where there was a 

slight loss in strength. Cotton and linen remained unchanged; This agrees 

fairly well with the statement that silk, wool} and rayon lose in strength 

as humidity rises (10). These results were almost duplicated where the 

samples were exposed to the dark but with room humidity in one case and 

additional humidity in the other* Under the drier conditions the fillings 

of the rayon, degummed, and wild silk increased in tensile strength; There 

seems to be no apparent reason why the warp and filling of a given sample 

should react in opposite ways to the same conditions, and yet one other 

investigator has mentioned that the warp of cotton fabrics is more affected



,by humidity changes than the filling (18). It is often customary in weaving 

cloth to use warps and fillings of different diameters, twists, ply, and 

tensile strength, and this might account for some variations in their -strength 

after exposurei With a few exceptions the bursting strength compares closely 

with the combined tensile strength of warp and filling;

A survey of the results just discussed points to the fact that sun

light seems to be the external factor having the greatest deteriorating 

influence upon window fabricsi Direct sunlight at windows of southern 

exposure and indirect light at northern windows decidedly affected wild silk 

and degummed silk, while cotton rayon, and linen presented less evidence of 

deterioration during the six months exposure.

Sunlight involves the two factors, heat and light, each of which 

must be considered individually in its influence ujjon.fibers. In this 

experiment heat alone had comparatively little deleterious action upon the 

fibers, only cotton and silk showing a slight loss in tensile strength.

Erom these results it would seem that light is the factor that causes the 

greatest deterioration.

The rays of sunlight proceed from the long infra red rays at one 

end of the spectrum to short ultra violet rays at. the other end; DePyster 

(5) believes that diffused sunlight, yellow, or red rays appear to !have very 

little destructive action on fibers, but ultra violet rays cause complete 

loss of tensile strength; Barr (6) says that deterioration of fibers appears 

to be due chiefly to rays of wave lengths less than 4000 Angstrom units;

Both of these investigations refer to outdoor sunlight and not to the light 

transmitted through window glass, as it is usually considered that not more 

than 5 percent of the ultra violet rays pass through ordinary window glass.



In order to determine the quality of light 'of this vicinity, tests were 

carried on monthly during this experiment using the method originally devised 

"by Anderson and Bobinson and employed by Dr. F. 0. Tonney of the Department 

of Health of Chicago. This method depends upon the ability of ultra violet 

light to decompose solutions of oxalic gold in the presence of uranyl sulfate 

and was originally used to standardize quartz mercury vapor lampsi It is 

claimed that the oxalic acid indicator is sensitive to the entire range of 

Ultra violet radiations which in sunlight lies between waves of 9900 to 3800 

Angstroms, When the standard solution of oxalic acid and uranyl sulfate was 

exposed to direct outdoor sunlight, the amounts of oxalic acid consumed were 

as follows: December, 3.8 mg. per sq. cm;; January, 5;4; February, 4.7; March,

5;0; April, 3.8; and May, 4.6; When similar readings were taken at the same 

hour of day and for the same months in Chicago (3), the amounts of oxalic acid 

ranged from 0.58 to 9;88 mg; per sq. cm. This shows at once that the sunlight 

in this vicinity carries a more active portion of ultra violet light. To see 

whether this might affect the light as transmitted through window glass these 

same tests were run in May inside of the window, with the result that 3.5 and 

9;6 mg. of oxalic acid were consumed in two respective tests.- While there was 

no opportunity to carry this phase of the test farther, it would indicate that 

for some reason an unusual amount of active rays was penetrating the glass.

This observation might explain the great loses in tensile strength that occurr

ed in the samples that were exposed for only six months. The greatest loss in 

tensile strength occurred when samples were exposed to direct southern light. 

Wild silk lost 100 percent in tensile strength of both warp and filling. It 

has been reported (4; p. 514} that silk exposed to light behind glass can 

become badly tendered. There was no loss when silk was kept in the absence
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of light at an average temperature of 65.2° G. Degummed silk showed a IQO 

percent loss in tensile strength of filling and a 91 percent loss in warp 

when exposed to sunlight, but with heat in the absence of light there was a 

decided gain in the strength of filling and a small loss when exposed to 

heat alone; Linen showed a loss in tensile strength when placed in southern 

Light with additional humidity but showed ho loss by heat alonei In the case 

of cotton and linen oxycellulose is formed by ultra violet light which causes 

it to be friable. Linen is not attacked as much as cotton^ Cuprate rayon is 

comparable to linen in its sensitiveness to light, wool resembles cotton in 

this respectj and silk regardless of whether it is raw, degummed* or weight

ed is the most sensitive to light of all the fibers (4). Cotton lost in 

tensile strength of warp and filling when placed in light of southern exposure, 

the greatest loss oceuring when humidity was addedi Heerman, however, (4 p. . 

511} has reached the conclusion that the pays from the sun exert destructive 

action and that the presence of moisture plays only a minor part in the 

deterioration of fibers by sunlight. There was only a slight loss in the 

tensile strength of cotton in the presence of heat without light. In view of 

these results, it seems evident that light is the most destructive factor and 

that certain rays transmitted through glass have a deteriorating influence. 

upon textile fibersi In.cases where deterioration was evident in fibers 

exposed to northern light* reflection from snow on the ground intensified the 

light and was probably responsible for the action*

There appeared to be no deterioration caused by removal of moisture 

except in the case of rayon which showed only a slight loss in tensile strength 

Qf the two sets of samples which were exposed to southern light one 

being inside the window* the other outtilde,, the amount of fading in the latter



was greater; Thig would indicate that the ultra violet rays cauge the loss 

of color* Since window glass does not transmit all the ultra violet rays.

Scientific investigators have concluded that fading is due to the 

action of the ultra violet rays of the sun .(4, p. 514). Generally when 

samples are exposed to south light, the amount of fading is the same under 

glass as without, although there are many exceptions to this trend, ^here 

exceptions occur, certain investigators are of the opinion that the diff

erence is due to the fact that the temperature under, glass is greater than 

when the samples were not covered (4)»

Work in England indicates that light alone does not govern fad

ing but that the presence of moisture and oxygen also is essential; Dry 

wool fabrics, that showed no fading when dry, faded rapidly when wet; Fad

ing will vary with the type and intensity of the light. Summer sunlight is 

more destructive to color than winter light (4, p; 514);

G, Haven states that there is an increase of nearly three pounds 

in strength for each percent of moisture present, Gauze-like fabrics obtain 

regains quickly but there is little increase of strength from it (18).■ The 

warp of cotton fabrics are more affected by humidity changes than the woof 

(2.5).

According to Tede, Bemberg type of cuprammonium rayon excells all 

other rayon in dry and wet strength. Its crossection is similar to natural 

silk in shape and diameter. (14).

Staple fibers of viscose end cuprammonium show loss of tensile 

strength on dampening with water. Heating for a short time increases strength 

in dry condition -(15).

Oupraramonium rayon was found to"be affected more than other rayons



by dry heat but not to an extreme degreej The greatest loss which was more 

than one third of the original strength occurred after heating at 130° for 

50 hours. Exposure to the sunlight for 10 weeks decreased breaking strength 

more than dry heat at 1S0° (16).

When white silk samples are placed in an oven and heated at 251°

F, for 15 minutes they acquire a pale yellow color; Silk is not affected 

permanently by water at ordinary temperature*. As is true of wool, silk 

possesses less strength wet than dry. (4, p* 65)
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SDMEiSRY
Ii Five fabrics commonly used for window furnishings were subjected to six 

months exposure to a variety of external factors.

'2. These fabrics consisted of the following: cotton, marquisette; linen,

s theatrical gauzeI rayon, Bemberg; degummed silk, silk gauze; and wild 

silk, pongeet .

3. The external factors to which these fabrics were exposed consisted of

light transmitted through ordinary window glass, absence of light, heat, 

cold, moisture, and lack of moisture. ^

4. Cotton showed deterioration when exposed to southern and northern light; 

When light was accompanied by moisture, tendering was even greater, .Heat 

also caused a loss in strength of the fibers.

5. Linen showed loss of strength in the presence of light with added moist-
■

ure. Qn the other hand, it gained in strength when kept at a low temp

erature.

6; Bemberg or cuprate rayon appears to be affected least by the combination 

of factors to which it was exposed. In some cases, there seemed to be 

an increase in the strength of the filling;

7; Degummed silk was completely tendered by sunlight and weakened by reflect

ed light. Heat, moisture, and dryness caused some loss of strength in 

the warp, but throughout the tests there was a uniform gain in strength 

of filling.

8. Wild silk resembled degummed silk, in its loss of strength by the action 

of light. However, it was not weakened by heat or moisture, rather, by 

cold.

9. Actinic measurement of solar ultra violet light taken out-of-doors in
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this Tioinity showed a rather high percentage of these rays*

10» Similar tests of the sunlight taken inside of ordinary window glass.

showed that a considerable portion of the active rays of the sun appear

ed to penetrate the window glass* . . .

11» Sunlight transmitted through window glass seems to have the greatest 

deteriorating effect upon the five fabrics used in this study*

13» Northern light, which is reflected light, has some deteriorating effect 

but not so great as that of southern light* • ■

IS* In the absence of light there seemed to be a tendency for the fillings 

in rayon,, wild and degummed silk to increase in tensile strength*

14, Heat up to GSoS0 G* had very little deteriorating effect on. the strength 

Of the fabrics*

15» Gold, which is the absence of heat, seemed to bring about a decided gain 

in tensile strength of both warp and filling of linen* Rayon, wild silk,, 

and degummed silk gained in strength of filling; cotton showed no change. 

Wild silk lost in strength of warp*

16* Moisture alone seems to have little effect upon the fibers studied, but 

when in the presence of sunlight, there were noticeable losses of 

strength in cotton» linen, wild and degummed silk*

17» Lack of moisture or dryness had practically no effect upon degummed Silk1t 

cotton, linen, rayon, and only a slight weakening effect upon wild silk*

15. M  explanation for the gains in tensile strength of fillings of rayon, 

Wild and degummed silk will require farther investigation,

19» The degrees of deterioration, that occurred after six months exposure in 

the five fabrics studied, are shown in the following sequence; wild
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silk, greatest- deterioration; degummed silk, almost the same; cotton, 

slight; linenj very slight; and rayon, least;

CONCLUSION

Ii Sunlight transmitted through window glass is the factor which seems to 

have the greatest deteriorating effect upon window furnishings in this 

vicinity;

2. Heat up to 63;2° Ct has very little deleterious effect upon window A

furnishings; -

3. Moisture alone plays only a minor part in the deterioration, of fibers 

but in the presence of sunlight there are definite losses in strength 

in cotton, linen, wil& and degummed silk;

4. Lack of moisture has very little effect upon the deterioration of window 

furnishings.
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MOEEAm EXPERBZEEE STATION 

HOME ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT 

STUDIES IN WINDOW EURNISHBICS

1» Name . . . . . .  4. Town Home? . . . .  Rural home?

2. Address 4 5. Style of house . . . 4 . . ; 4

3. Date ........... .. i

WINDOW SHADES

6, Fill in the following table, giving the experience you have had in 
selecting window shades for each room listed:

Living
Room

Dining
Room

Bed-
Room

Bath
Room

Kitchen

Elnd of window shade 
(see list A, page S)

Reason for selection 
(see list E, page S)

Wearing quality
a. Excellent
b. Medium 
e. Poor

Frequency of 
cleaning

Method of 
cleaning 
a; Dry wiping 
b. Damp wiping 
c4 Cleaning gum 
d. Scrubbing

...... I - ■ - " -

.



Lists of Materials used in Window Furnishings, etc

A. Window Shades B. Glass Curtains C . Hangings D. Rods
Factors that infIuen- 

E. ced selection
Roller shade !.Art silk !.Amure !.Spring !.Personal likes
!.Water color 2.Bemherg 2.Burlap 2.Bound straight 2.Ideas of others
2.Machine oiled 3.Bohinette 3.Brocade (silk) brass 3.Interior decoratorfs
3.Hand painted 4.Calico 4.Casement cloth 3.Round extension advice

a. Single 5.Celanese 5.Chenille brass 4.Store displays
b. Duplex 6.Cotton madras 6.Chintz 4.Flat straight 5.Salesman’s advice

4.Domestic Holland 7.Cotton marqui- 7.Corduroy extension 6.Illustrations in
5.Imported Holland sette 8.Cretonne 5.Flat curved end magazines
6.Austrian cloth 8.Cotton scrim 9.Damask (rayon) extension 7.Pamphlets, bulletins.
7.Tontine 9.Cotton voile 10.Damask (silk) 6.Double curved books

Pull curtain 10.Dimity 11.Duvetyn end extension 8.Advertisements
8.Casement cloth II.DuPont 12.English linen 7.Triple curved 9.Fashion or fad
9.Chintz 12.Filet net 13.Gingham end extension 10.Color
10.Monk*s cloth 13.Georgette 14.Grenadine 8.Wrought iron 11.Design
11.Plush 14.Gingham 15.Japanese crepe 9.Caste iron 12.Texture
12.Yelour 15.Japanese crepe 16.Mohair 10 .Wood IS.Width
13.Velvet 16.Lace 17.Moire 11.Pull curtain 14.Appropriateness
14.Velveteen 17.Lawn ISJiIonkfS cloth 12.Swinging rod a.Location of home
15.Waffle cloth 18 .Muslin 19 .Muslin-printed b.Kind of room

19.Organdie 20.Plush c.Style of house
20.Pongee 21.Rep d.Exposure of room
21.Rayon madras 22.Satin e.Amount of light
22.Rayon marqui- 23.Shantung (silk) in room

sette 24.Shantung (cotton) IS.Cost
23.Rayon net 25.Taffeta 16.Wearing qualities
24.Rayon scrim 26.Tapestry 17.Base of cleaning
25.Rayon voile 27.Terry cloth 18.Ease of making
26.Shantung (cotton) 28.Velour
27.Shantung (silk) 29.Velvet
28.Swiss 30.Velveteen
29.Tuhize 31.Waffle cloth

32 .Wool challis



APPENDIX (Contta)

C-MSS CURTAINS

7. Fill in the following table, giving the experience you have had in 
selecting your glass curtains for each room listed:

Living
Boom

Pining
Room

Bed-
Room

I Bath
Room

Kitchen

1
Material of glass 
curtains
(see list B, page 2}

Wearing quality
a. Excellent
b. Medium
c. Poor

Frequency of 
cleaning

Place of 
cleaning 

a o At home 
b. At laundry

Method of cleaning
a. Hand washing
b .  .Washing on 

board
Ci In machine 
d. Pry cleaning

Method of drying 
a; Stretching 
b; Hanging out

doors
c. Hanging in

doors

Method of ironing 
a. With flatiron 
hi With ironer



APEEaron (contra)
GIASS COEHtAINS 
7. Continued

Living
Boom

Dining
Room

Bed*
Boom

Bath
Room

Kitchen

Betention of color 
a. Fast when washed 
bi Faded « "
c; Sun fast 
d. Faded in sun

Shrinkage
a* Shrink when 

cleaned 
1» Tes 
So Ho

be Shrink while 
hanging 
1« Yes 
3. No

:

Effect of hanging at 
open window 

a: None
b, Catches dust 
Ce Deteriorates 
di Shrinks 
e. Fades

• . : ■ - : " ' : . s .

WINDOW HANGINGS

8» Fill in the following table, giving the experience you have had in 
selecting the window hangings for the rooms listed:

Living
Room

Dining
Room.

Bed-
Room* ■, - ' - -

Bath
Room

Kitchen

Material of window 
hangings
Csee list C. page 2)
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APPEMDIZ (Coat'd)

wnmow m m i m s
8. Continued

Living
Room

Dining
Room

Bed- 
. Room

. Bath 
Room

Elttiien

Season for selection 
(see list E t page 3)

Wearing quality 
ai Excellent 
Tn Medium 
Ce Pbbr

/

Erequeney of 
cleaning

Place of cleaning 
a* At home 
hi At laundry

Method of cleaning 
a; Washing 
h, Dry cleaning 
Ci Shaking and 

airing

■

Method of drying 
ai Outdoors 
hi Indoors

Method of ironing" 
a? With flatiron 
hi With ironef

•
>

Retention of color 
ai East when 

cleaned 
hi Ended when 

cleaned
c, SUn fast
d. Faded in sun
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APPENDIX (Cont*d)
ODRTAm SODS

9i Fill in-'.the following table, giving the experience you have had 
in selecting curtain rods for each room listed:

•

Living
.Room

Dining
Room

Bed-
Room

Bath
Room

Kitchen

Kind of rod
(see list D, page 3)

Reason for selection 
(see list E, page 3}

Wearing quality 
ai Excellent 
b* lfedium 
ci Poor

Method of cleaning 
a* Dry wiping 
b. Damp wiping

10. Do you starch your glass curtains?

11* What brands of soap do you use for washing curtains? . » » » » » »  «

IS* What do you use for tinting curtains? * ■ * ; ; . *  * i * t  .......

13* What do you think causes deterioration of:
a* Window shades . * i ..................... .. • • *
bi Glass curtains .....................  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
c. Hangings .........................................................




